
Hello Social Driver!

I am Fernando Mondragon. I am a website developer living in the Chicagoland Area. I have been freelancing for just over 10 
years now the time has come to focus on and fill a permanent position. Based on the position description, I would fit perfectly 
at Social Driver.

Freelancing these last 10+ years was great and I have aquired many technical and non-technical skills. A couple of non-techni-
cal skills are working independantly and maintaining a channel of communication wide open. I would love to show and `utilize 
these skills at Social Driver.

I have a broad range of technical skills that fit the position description. I have worked with developing Wordpress Themes for 
most of my years freelancing and have been hand-coding major web languages such as HTML, CSS(SASS), JAVASCRIPT and 
PHP. I have also worked with fairly newer technologies such as node.js and other javascript technologies, frameworks and 
libraries.

I am confident to get any job done and done well. There are many technologies out there and working with some these recent 
years, I have also aquired the skill to learn and learn fast! I have learned that communication and responsiveness is key when 
working with others and on projects. The processes goes smoother and is quite enjoyable.

I look forward to hearing back from Social Driver. I am very interested in filling the Wordpress Developer position and working 
with Social Driver. I look forward to getting to know each other more!

Thank you in advance. My resume has been sent and samples of my work can be seen at fmondragon.com.

r
708.715.2396  ::  fernando@fmondragon.com  ::  fmondragon.com

As an artist at heart, I currently work with various clients designing and developing websites and custom 
Wordpress Themes. My client list consists of but is not limited to advertising agencies such as FCB and 
HYConnect and design firms such as Multiple Inc, Torque Launch, Pivot-forward and Finishline Creative. I work 
directly with non-profit organizations such as MaestroCares Foundation, The Pilsen Alliance and Workingbikes.

Front-end Web Development

Template Coding & Programming

Custom Wordpress Theme Development

Search Engine Optimization

Cross-Browser Compatibility

HTML5/CSS3/JS/PHP

Website Troubleshooting

UX & UI Design

Hosting & Maintenance

Adobe Creative Cloud

Git/Github Growing exprience with Node.js

International Academy of Design and Technology, Chicago
BFA Graphic Design and Multi-media - 2005

Web Developer/Designer
Chicagoland Area
2011 – Present

Custom Wordpress theme, front-end development and design for various 
companies, agencies and organizations including but not limited to FCB, 
HYConnect, Torque Launch, PKG Packaging, Pivot-Forward, Cardenas 
Marketing, Maestrocares Foundation, Workingbikes, Pilsen Alliance

Aeramaxpro.com/ca

Custom Wordpress Theme

  Bevtest.com 

  Custom Wordpress Theme

Agenixs.com 

Wordpress Template Implementation

TheElevatorConsultant.com

Custom Wordpress Theme

LocalChicago.net

Custom Online Marketplaces

  Bankersbox.com

  http://apps.fellowes.com/tools/moving-calculator/

  Front-end Design & Development

Edge.sedgwick.com

Custom Wordpress Theme
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